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            Waste at city dump                          Converted to         RDF fuel ( Money )

This solution convert the waste at city dump to valuables and metals and RDF fuel to sell and make incomes and no 
landfill. What is landfill today is normally including plastics and other materials with high energy content as fuel in 
industry. If this is handled correctly  the problem with land fill can be a profitable business and at same time reduce the 
environmental problems caused by large land fill piles and solution issues for decades. This is a description  of a 
system that handle 200-250 Tons /day of unsorted city dum waste and convert 98-99% to valuables to sell.

In short we make like this  !

Sorting.  Load trucks into a waste arrival system where it is 
loaded into a converter belt where 8 persons manual sort some 
key things away from the waste flow. Here we move valuables 
into containers and other things we do not like or are to big. 
Dangerous items are sorted out as gas bottles, ammunition or 
whatever can be in waste.

Schredder unit mill all into small pieces of material typically 
10cm large. This is  powerful machine that can mill almost 
anything into small pieces and open up boxes and whatever 
comes here. This is the most power consuming machine in all 
production line. Output is coming as pieces on a conveyor into 
next machine in the process line.

Machine sorter is several machines in a line that by gravitation, 
magnetic characteristics , and eddy currents pick out smaller 
pieces if materials not suitable in RDF fuel. These have a value. 
Outputs is loaded into containers for sales or any other use. 
What pass through is a rather clean and burnable mix of mostly 
plastics and biomass as paper and wood pieces. Food is a good 
energy source if dry.

Dryer  is normally a tunnel drier where hot air dry the mix to 
max 20% moisture content. Heat is common from a burner than 
can use the RDF as fuel and it makes hot air and a strong flow 

to dry 
out 
moisture 
in the 
rotation 
drum 
dryer. Typically this is 2 meter in diameter and 20-30 meter 
long and we have 1-3 pcs depending on moisture content and 
flow of waste. Temperature is 120-200C to avoid any fire 
accidents. Fire extinguisher is also included in delivery.
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Outputs RDF fuel.  Non 
packed RDF fuel comes out 
of the dryer system with a 
moisture content less 20%. 
This is typically in particle 
size of max 70 mm and 
suitable for industrial boilers 
or cement kiln heating. 

Cement industry in Sweden have RDF fuel il all operating kiln 
as this is very good fuel and the ash is making cement better in 
most cases. Output is a mix of all and can be delivered in 
containers to buyer that prefer a direct useable fuel and that 
can feed their systems with this type of consistence. Containers 
are normally press containers so all is compact in transport to 
save volumes.

RDF Bal presses can press the fuel mix into easy to handle 
bals that can be transported by trucks and trains. This needs 
other machines for handling and we deliver what is best for 

buyers. Cement 
industry and 
heavy industry 
boilers are users.
Typical layout of a 
system  with 
optional biogas 
production output. 
Sometimes when 
waste is wet and 
lots of food biogas 
is a good option.
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200 Ton / day system is like what we have showed in this paper. As we dry RDF and use RDF for heater we loose 
output in weight a bit. How much depends on moisture and many conditions but we say 150 ton / day is typical here.
RDF factory have high demands in  electricity and  this is a heavy cost.  When  used in sunny areas a solar energy 
option is vert attractive and is often paid back in 3-5 years. 
Machines for 200 ton / day needs about 500 KW 3 phase 
electricity and often operates 18-20 hours / day. 

Solar power option   For this reason we offer a solar 
power solution that handle most of demands in power by 
own production.
Solar farm is between 1 and 5 MW depending in location 
and demands. System can be surface mounted on a field 
on poles in an easy way. As we have demands for dry 
areas and buildings panels can be installed on building 
roofs used in  operation. This is smart and  efficient. Roofs 
over parking areas is also smart as it gives shadow and  
rain protection and roof is the solar panels.
Solar panels have a special charger to battery storage and 
battery output is DC. We add a DC - AC inverter to get the 
needs electrical output of 3 phase 400/440 Volt 50/50 Hz  
Output is typical 400 KW.

Energy storage by NAS battery storage
Energy storage is delivered in containers with battery 
cells and all electronics inside. Each container have a 
capacity of 1200 KWH in energy and can deliver 200 
KW output from inverters. Several containers are used 
in  parallel and here we see 2 containers or more is 

needed. Lots of sun always helps in smaller panels and battery. Battery is also a back up so grid problems are away.

NAS battery can handle 4500 charge cycles and life is 
typically 15 years life time. Battery contain no Lithium and 
is 100 % chemically stable and rugged. NAS battery is 
made in Japan by a large company since over 15 years 

and is one of few with 
proven high reliability 
and low maintenance 
costs. The battery is 
environmentally very 
correct. Sodium and 
Sulphur is used in the 
battery cells and no 
corrosive materials 
anywhere.
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